The Leland River flows through the heart of
Fishtown. Barely 4,000 feet in length, it connects
Lake Leelanau with Lake Michigan. River otters
play in its waters, in the autumn, salmon rest
on the sandy bottom, thwarted from swimming
upstream to spawn by the waterfall over the dam.
Pioneering settlers knew the river by the name
“Carp River.” Generations of fishermen called
it “the fish creek.” The river is the reason early
bands of Ottawa established a town at its mouth.
Its water power led to Leland’s founding by French
Canadian millwright Antoine Manseau, in 1853.
The river sheltered fish boats, pleasure craft, and
the Manitou mail boat and ferry, decades before
Leland became a harbor of refuge.

A SELF-GUIDED TOUR
For more than a century, people have been drawn
to Leland’s working waterfront, lured by the river,
fishermen, tugs, shanties, and fresh fish. The staff
and community volunteers of Fishtown Preservation
are dedicated to saving this historic site.
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1903: The Leland River flowed
unimpeded into Lake Michigan
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There’s lots more to be done
to ensure that this crucial
link to Great Lakes maritime
tradition and timeless family
memories remains a publicly
accessible living history site.
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Fishtown Info Center

This is a three-stop, self-guided tour taking you on
a short walk through Fishtown. You may start your
tour at any of the locations indicated by letter on
the map above.

To learn more, pledge
funds and get involved,
visit FishtownMI.org
or call 231.256.8878
PO Box 721
Leland, MI 49654
FishtownMI.org

Managing the waters
of the Leland River
in and out of Fishtown.
Take a casual stroll
through Fishtown
and discover its
stories and history.
FishtownMi.org
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A SELF-GUIDED TOUR

Leland dam, c. 1900, presumably on or
near the site of Manseau’s original dam,
with the abandoned Leland Lumber
Company sawmill to the left.
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View of Fishtown power house and dam in the early 1920S
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Harbor configuration 1967–2009

